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September is in full swing with all kids September is in full swing with all kids 
going back to school this week. Which is going back to school this week. Which is 
quite fitting as we also donated our 800th quite fitting as we also donated our 800th 
device to a student in need this week too! device to a student in need this week too! 
What a milestone. Pat yourselves on the What a milestone. Pat yourselves on the 
back Keep Kids Connected team. back Keep Kids Connected team. 

We hope everyone was able to get back We hope everyone was able to get back 
into the swing of things after such an into the swing of things after such an 
unprecedented summer. None of us will unprecedented summer. None of us will 
be able to relate to the young of today who be able to relate to the young of today who 
hasn’t been to school for 6 months as well hasn’t been to school for 6 months as well 
as having to adapt to home schooling and as having to adapt to home schooling and 
online teaching. Some households would online teaching. Some households would 
have struggled in more ways than others if they were experiencing digital exclusion. This have struggled in more ways than others if they were experiencing digital exclusion. This 
is where we came in. is where we came in. 

By week 3 of Dons Local Action Group, we had launched Keep Kids Connected in Merton. By week 3 of Dons Local Action Group, we had launched Keep Kids Connected in Merton. 
For those who don’t know, the Keep Kids Connected team are a group of our brilliant For those who don’t know, the Keep Kids Connected team are a group of our brilliant 
volunteers who apply the same approach we use for food but to devices. We ask for volunteers who apply the same approach we use for food but to devices. We ask for 
donations to redistribute to children in need. We take devices up to 8 years old. Old or donations to redistribute to children in need. We take devices up to 8 years old. Old or 
new. Working or faulty. We also ask for donations of particular parts through our amazon new. Working or faulty. We also ask for donations of particular parts through our amazon 
wish-list. As well as data chips for households without internet. It’s an impressive project wish-list. As well as data chips for households without internet. It’s an impressive project 
making a difference in so many children’s lives. We branched out to the Wandsworth making a difference in so many children’s lives. We branched out to the Wandsworth 
and Kingston areas, and to think between the 3 boroughs we’ve been able to help 800 and Kingston areas, and to think between the 3 boroughs we’ve been able to help 800 
children and teens is a proud feeling. Thanks to our partnerships with schools which help children and teens is a proud feeling. Thanks to our partnerships with schools which help 
us identify the children but also your time and donations, we are truly changing many us identify the children but also your time and donations, we are truly changing many 
lives for the better. Another reminder of the benefits of coming together! Be proud. lives for the better. Another reminder of the benefits of coming together! Be proud. 

Got ideas for our next issue? Get in touch: mcconnell.lily@outlook.com



Community ChampionsCommunity Champions
Following the message of what we can do Following the message of what we can do 
when we come together, and still wanting when we come together, and still wanting 
to shine some light on some agencies we to shine some light on some agencies we 
work with, big shout out to Community work with, big shout out to Community 
Champions. This was a partnership formed Champions. This was a partnership formed 
in the early stages of Covid-19 but still going in the early stages of Covid-19 but still going 
strong to this day. With both organisations strong to this day. With both organisations 
formed in response to the pandemic, we formed in response to the pandemic, we 
both quickly realised the areas where our both quickly realised the areas where our 
communities needed our support and we’re communities needed our support and we’re 
on a mission to continue to help. Between on a mission to continue to help. Between 
Craig Wellstead (co-founder of DLAG) and Craig Wellstead (co-founder of DLAG) and 
Nisha at Community Champions, we really Nisha at Community Champions, we really 
do reach as many people as possible and do reach as many people as possible and 
keep waste to a minimum. Nisha and her keep waste to a minimum. Nisha and her 
superstar volunteers take pretty much anything and everything we have left, and find use superstar volunteers take pretty much anything and everything we have left, and find use 
for it so local people feel supported too. They’ve supported thousands of people who have for it so local people feel supported too. They’ve supported thousands of people who have 
fallen through the cracks, they won’t be stopping any time soon and we will continue to fallen through the cracks, they won’t be stopping any time soon and we will continue to 
support them as long as they need. support them as long as they need. 

“Community Champions was formed at the very start of the pandemic, bringing together “Community Champions was formed at the very start of the pandemic, bringing together 
volunteers from across Merton and Sutton to help key workers and the vulnerable from volunteers from across Merton and Sutton to help key workers and the vulnerable from 
the worst to the current times of the pandemic. Thanks to an introduction made by the worst to the current times of the pandemic. Thanks to an introduction made by 
Merton Mutual Aid, I met Craig and instantly knew that things were going to change. With Merton Mutual Aid, I met Craig and instantly knew that things were going to change. With 
the help of Dons Local Action Group, our small non profit organisation was able to help the help of Dons Local Action Group, our small non profit organisation was able to help 
thousands in the community, reaching out to those who need support who had nothing thousands in the community, reaching out to those who need support who had nothing 
due to personal circumstances who now felt a part of the community. Each person that due to personal circumstances who now felt a part of the community. Each person that 
we have reached out to has felt the support of the community due to the acts of strangers we have reached out to has felt the support of the community due to the acts of strangers 
coming together for a greater cause. With the continued support of our volunteers and coming together for a greater cause. With the continued support of our volunteers and 
Dons Local Action Group we hope to continue our work in the community’ —Nishanthy Dons Local Action Group we hope to continue our work in the community’ —Nishanthy 
Thiru (also known as Nisha for short)Thiru (also known as Nisha for short)

Another huge thank you to everyone who’s contributed in the last week and since the Another huge thank you to everyone who’s contributed in the last week and since the 
start. Let’s keep it up and have another cracking week next week - well done team!start. Let’s keep it up and have another cracking week next week - well done team!

Got ideas for our next issue? Get in touch: mcconnell.lily@outlook.com
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